Grid powered nonlinear image registration with locally adaptive regularization.
Multi-subject non-rigid registration algorithms using dense deformation fields often encounter cases where the transformation to be estimated has a large spatial variability. In these cases, linear stationary regularization methods are not sufficient. In this paper, we present an algorithm that uses a priori information about the nature of imaged objects in order to adapt the regularization of the deformations. We also present a robustness improvement that gives higher weight to those points in images that contain more information. Finally, a fast parallel implementation using networked personal computers is presented. In order to improve the usability of the parallel software by a clinical user, we have implemented it as a grid service that can be controlled by a graphics workstation embedded in the clinical environment. Results on inter-subject pairs of images show that our method can take into account the large variability of most brain structures. The registration time for images of size 256 x 256 x 124 is 5 min on 15 standard PCs. A comparison of our non-stationary visco-elastic smoothing versus solely elastic or fluid regularizations shows that our algorithm converges faster towards a more optimal solution in terms of accuracy and transformation regularity.